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State is carried through, the next step may be the establish-
ment of a certain diplomatic relation with the Holy See, and
this in the interest of the religious section of the French
people, the French missions in the East, and all the other
institutions connected with the French protectorate over
Christians in the East. . . . Prussia is for the most part a
Protestant State and has a Minister at the Curia, Russia is
Orthodox and has a diplomatic agent there, America is chiefly
Protestant and there is an apostolic delegate in Washington,
... So why should not Catholic France, if it must be so,
find a way of establishing secular diplomatic relations with
the Curia after the separation is complete ? "
Lockroy praised President Loubet for having fulfilled the
hopes placed in him and shown himself worthy of the premier
position in the State.
We talked also of Austria and Vienna, where I had met
him five years before. He had then visited the naval port of
Pola and remembered gratefully the friendly reception the
naval authorities had accorded him. Of the Austro-
Hungarian Navy he said: " It is small, but there is a proverb :
the best perfumes are in the smallest bottles. The Austro-
Hungarian Navy is, I say frankly, the best administered in the
whole of Europe. It achieves comparatively great things
with small means. . . ."
The World War has perhaps thrown these notes of mine
from the year 1905 into relief. Much has happened differently
from what Lockroy foresaw. The Western Powers and the
Muscovite East have since combined against Central Europe.
But Lockroy was no war-monger even though he did desire a
large navy for France.
France's return to the Curia had meanwhile been effected
on grounds of expediency, though there then followed a
further break between the two.
As Lockroy was personally an interesting man, his memoirs
written shortly before his death are very readable.
Certainly I hope my correction of certain—shall we say
mistakes ?—perhaps lapses of memory—will not have kept
anyone from reading his book Au Hasard de la Vie. Actually,
the reading of this work has filled me with a high respect for
the literary gifts of Kenan's secretary and "Victor Hugo's

